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Viewpoint
By Mark Andrews, Editor

Issues and opportunities abound
across the PIC ecosystem
THERE is hardly a more exciting place than being on the
cusp of advanced technology. This edition examines the
needs and frustrations of bringing new devices to market
and the many ways that PIC innovators are revolutionizing
photonic integration.
Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) are well on the road to
revolutionizing datacom and a host of other optoelectronic
applications. While it is exciting and challenging to be at the
forefront of technology roaring into life, it can also seem to
the engineers and scientists working to satisfy the unique
requirements of PIC devices that they are running a marathon,
not a sprint.
This edition of PIC Magazine addresses a common theme of
PIC International (26-27 March 2019) – in a word: Packaging.
While the industry’s PIC leaders are regularly announcing new
breakthroughs, advances in speed and efficiency, and progress
towards resolving vexing materials or performance challenges,
automation, testing and packaging remain key considerations.
Vincent Zeng and two fellow quality engineering managers from
Facebook continue a conversation begun at PIC International
in an interview detailing the challenges of rolling out 100G
CWDM4 transceivers on schedule. Quality issues have dogged
the rollout, but Zeng remains optimistic about solving issues by
removing as much of the hands-on assembly of PIC devices as
possible through greater automation. He also places hope in
implementing industry-wide quality assurance practices similar
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to those that have served the CMOS integrated circuit sector for
decades.
Also addressing packaging are the experts at ficonTEC,
who have provided an in-depth look at the challenges of
combining assembly and test into process tools and back
end of line (BEOL) automated systems that will handle the
unique requirements of both electrical and optical testing for
PIC modules and assemblies, highlighting their work with AIM
Photonics, PIXAPP and the Tyndall National Institute.
Debuting in this edition is a contribution from the European
Photonics Industry Consortium (EPIC), with articles by EPIC’s
Director of Technology and Innovation, Dr. Jose Pozo, profiling
LiGenTec and QPOlens. Pozo also provides updates on the
organization’s most recent international meetings and future
strategic work across Europe and the world. Ana Gonzalez and
Pozo also take an in-depth look at combining silicon photonics
and VCSELs.
Our cover feature in this edition profiles a relative newcomer
to PIC, Pilot Photonics based in Ireland. Pilot’s CEO, Dr.
Frank Smyth, details his company’s focus on the potential of
comb laser sources to address exciting opportunities across
communications networks, Internet of Things (IoT) applications,
as well as their suitability in research and commercial space
programs. Smyth explains how his unique gain switched combs
can bring unparalleled performance to many optoelectronic
applications.
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SSE uses Inﬁnera to deliver UK dark-ﬁbre-like network
SSE ENTERPRISE
TELECOMS has revealed
details of its biggest
network technology
investment in the UK to
date with the introduction
of a new technology
platform based on
optical networking firm
Infinera’s XTM Series of
packet optical solutions.
The UK government
outlined in its 2017 digital
strategy vision the need
to ‘continue to create
conditions that encourage investment
in the UK’s digital infrastructure’. The
SSE/Infinera announcement is designed
to improve connectivity for all UK
businesses by creating a credible UK
alternative to costly new cable laying
projects. SSE will offer a resilient, ‘dark
fibre-like’ network on a large scale.
SSE chose to partner with Infinera
due to its unique combination of layer
1 and 2 packet optical and Ethernet
services – serving as a credible
alternative to customers laying costly
dark fibre cabling. Infinera’s impressive
synchronisation capabilities allow for
ﬂexibility on the network, not currently
available at such scale or at an
accessible price point for SSE Enterprise
Telecoms’ customers.
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The extensive network promises access
to multiple services with speeds of up
to 100 gigabits per second to each BT
exchange. Current networks are only
able to offer a fraction of those speeds at
a commercially viable cost.
Customers of the SSE Enterprise
Telecoms’ network will benefit from
connectivity to more than 80 commercial
data centres, meaning it’ll be able to
meet them practically anywhere.
UK businesses and service providers will
have the ﬂexibility and option to scale,
supported by a high-capacity network
without any upfront cost required to buy
or lay new fibre connectivity to each
exchange.
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Conrad Mallon, chief
technical architect, SSE
Enterprise Telecoms says:
“We’re working with Infinera
because they have an
elegant product set that
scales effectively, and a
unique approach to layer
1 and 2 connectivity. A
network project on this
scale makes us one of
the few providers that
can offer multiples of
100Gbps services between
exchanges, commercial
data centres and across our
core, at an accessible price point. The
network expansion deal is also paving
the way for our ambitious roadmap
which will see SSE Enterprise Telecoms
investing more in network reach over the
next five years.”
Nick Walden, SVP, EMEA, Infinera
says: “The UK market has never been
more dynamic, now facing exponential
bandwidth growth coupled with a
renewed focus on connectivity services
from both enterprises and carriers due
to the recent DFA activities. Infinera is
delighted to partner with SSE Enterprise
Telecoms on this significant project
to rapidly scale network capacity and
service differentiation for its customers
with our leading XTM Series packet
optical solutions.”
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CMC Microsystems, AMF partner for silicon
photonic automation platform
MICROSYSTEM and nanotechnology systems developer
CMC Microsystems and Advanced Micro Foundry (AMF), a
Singapore-based manufacturer of silicon photonic integrated
circuits, are partnering to develop a new design automation
platform for silicon photonics that will allow Canadian university
researchers to take the lead in developing innovations in lightbased technologies.

AMF specializes in customizable prototyping and volume wafer
manufacturing services for silicon photonic integrated circuits.
CMC works with researchers and industry to provide industrial
capabilities for the design and manufacture of innovations in
microsystems and nanotechnologies.

“A key value-add of this platform is its physical design
kit (PDK), which is one of the most advanced created
for photonics R&D,” said Dan Deptuck, staff scientist
at CMC Microsystems. “It enables unprecedented
first-time-right design of more complex systems more
quickly, and its industrial approach speeds up time to
market.”
The new CMC-AMF Silicon Photonics Platform allows
innovators to design and prototype photonics-based
technologies faster and more successfully. It includes
a design kit, developed by AMF with partner Luceda
Photonics, access to AMF’s fabrication services, and
design tools from Luceda and Mentor Graphics Corp.
“Canada continues to make its mark as an innovator in
this rapidly expanding technology field, and CMC has
been a pioneer in enabling university-based silicon
photonics R&D,” says Gord Harling, president and
CEO of CMC Microsystems.
“To date, we have helped innovators in Canada’s
National Design Network prototype more than
500 projects in silicon photonics, and we have
trained more than 400 students. Now, thanks to our
partnership with AMF, we are able to increase our
offerings to researchers, making it easier for them to
access technologies and opportunities for advancing
their photonics research and development. This
translates directly into a technological advantage for a
Canadian industry sector that is experiencing strong
growth.”
CMC will provide platform users with engineering
support, reference guides, and training, and will
coordinate manufacturing of designs via its costeffective multiproject wafer program. CMC is providing
the platform to academic researchers and industry
across Canada’s National Design Network and
also internationally.“CMC Microsystems has been a
valued partner with us since 2012,” said Kavitha Devi
Buddharaju, senior manager of business development
at AMF. As a proven service provider and global
facilitator of multiproject wafer services in silicon
photonics, they are perfectly positioned to help us
bring our technology to clients around the world. This
partnership will enhance our mutual efforts to help
researchers and companies realize the potential of
silicon photonics.”
COPYRIGHT PIC MAGAZINE
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EU project combine InP quantum
dots and SiN
The wide-spread adoption of optical
transceivers in a broad range of
applications is urgently calling for a
low-cost, high power efficient and large
volume manufacturing integration
technology that can meet the different
specifications required in every
application sector.
Current solutions favour silicon
photonics based technologies that still
feature a major drawback: namely they
need complex and expensive hybrid
integration substrates, since they rely on
externally coupled InP laser sources for
the final assembly. Meanwhile, the testing
for the pre- and post- processed coupled
laser adds further costs.
MOICANA is a new ambitious EU H2020
R&D Project which was launched early
in 2018. It aims to develop fundamental
innovations in the field of photonic
integrated transmitters, making them
cheaper and more power efficient.
The consortium is bringing together four
industrial partners, and four academic
and research institutes in the PIC and
Photonic Systems value chain. The
project participants are the Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki (Greece),
University of Kassel (Germany),
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Technion- Technical University of Israel
(Israel), III-V lab (France), Mellanox
Technologies (Israel), Ligentec
(Switzerland), ADVA (Germany) and VLC
Photonics (Spain).
MOICANA is funded under the H2020 ICT
2016-2017 – Photonics KET Call and the
initiative of the Photonics Public Private
Partnership. The project is coordinated
by Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in
Greece and will be running through to
December 2020.
MOICANA aims to demonstrate
breakthrough performance by combining
Quantum Dot InP structures as the III-V
light source material and SiN from the
silicon photonics for the passive platform.
The ideas is to minimise the cost of high
volume fabrication of optical transmitters
through the development of technology
for epitaxy of the QD InP components
directly on Si by selective area growth.
The project partners aim to the
demonstrations of a whole new series of
cooler-less, energy-efficient and highperformance single-channel and WDM
transmitter modules for data centre
interconnects, for 5G Mobile fronthaul
and for coherent communications.
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Finisar to open
new Texas Facility
FINISAR has announced an upcoming
ribbon-cutting ceremony to celebrate
its new manufacturing facility in
Sherman, Texas. Finisar will use the
site to increase production capacity
of its VCSELs and related 3D Sensing
technologies, used in a wide range
of applications. The ribbon-cutting
event will be held on Monday, July 9th
with speakers from Finisar’s executive
management team, including CEO
Michael Hurlston, as well as local
community leaders.
Finisar has been working diligently to
prepare the site for operations. The
building, formerly owned by MEMC
and SunEdison, has been under
renovation since December 2017 and
is on target to commence production
by the end of this calendar year. It
is currently certified as clean room
operational and the first production
tooling has been installed and
qualified.
Originally used by Finisar in its
optical communication products,
VCSEL technology is extending
the possibilities of consumer and
scientific applications including 3D
facial recognition, augmented reality,
automotive in-cabin sensing and
automotive LIDAR.
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Oclaro and Acacia collaborate on optical modules
OPTICAL COMMUNICATIONS firms
Acacia and Oclaro are working together
to create fully interoperable CFP2-DCO
(digital coherent optics) modules based
on Acacia’s Meru DSP.. Oclaro plans to
launch a new CFP2-DCO module that
will feature plug-and-play compatibility
with the Acacia CFP2-DCO, providing
customers with two proven coherent
optics suppliers for the 100/200G
CFP2-DCO form factor. The modules will
support transmission speeds of 100G
and 200G for use in access, metro and
data centre interconnect markets.
CFP2-DCOs are becoming increasingly
important for higher-speed optical
networks because they integrate the
coherent DSP into the pluggable module.
The digital host interface enables simpler
integration between module and system
resulting in faster service activation
and a pay-as-you-grow deployment
model for telecommunication providers
whereby the cost of additional ports can
be deferred until additional services are
needed.
“Our 43Gbaud Coherent Transmitter
Receiver Optical Sub-Assembly (TROSA)
is at the heart of our CFP2-DCO. The
TROSA leverages InP PIC technology
from Oclaro’s highly successful CFP2ACO to achieve industry leading optical
performance in a small form factor,” said

Beck Mason, president of the Integrated
Photonics Business at Oclaro. “By
establishing a fully interoperable solution
with Acacia, our customers will have
two sources of supply for these critical
components, enabling them to efficiently
upgrade their networks to higher
speeds.”
The CFP2-DCO form factor is being
introduced by multiple network
equipment manufacturers (NEMs) in
switch, router, and transport platforms.
The CFP2-DCO modules support
four times higher density than current
generation 100G CFP-DCO solutions
by doubling the data rate in a smaller,
lower power, pluggable module enabling
customers to quickly and cost-effectively
roll-out 200G networks. In addition
to proprietary operating modes, both

companies intend to support the
requirements of the Open ROADM MSA
for interoperability at 100G.
“Network operators and our system
partners are excited about the ramp
of our CFP2-DCO module,” said
Benny Mikkelsen, CTO of Acacia
Communications. “By partnering with
Oclaro to ensure interoperability with
their Meru-based CFP2-DCO module,
we believe we will be better positioned
to address the DCO market as industry
trends shift favorably toward the CFP2
form factor.
“We are excited about our relationship
with Oclaro and believe that broader
adoption of 200G CFP2-DCO modules
will be mutually beneficial to our two
companies and the customers we serve.”
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Photonic integrated

comb sources
enable high volume applications

Pilot Photonics is making laser comb sources suitable for coherent optical
transceivers for the first time. As CEO Frank Smyth explains, the techniques
and products his company have developed have the potential to
transform photonic integration
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AN OPTICAL COMB SOURCE is a laser that produces
a spectrum consisting of multiple equidistant
frequencies. The huge potential of optical comb lasers
was recognised in 2005, when they were the subject o
f the Nobel Prize for Physics, an accolade reserved for
highly disruptive discoveries, efforts and inventions.
The prize was awarde d to John L. Hall and Theodor
W. Hänsch “for their contributions to the development
of laser-based precision spectroscopy, including the
optical frequency comb technique”.
Optical combs have been demonstrated as useful
tools to enhance a diverse range of applications
including precision spectroscopy, microwave
synthesis, frequency metrology, optical clocks, and
communications.
At its simplest, an optical comb can be used to
replace an array of independent lasers, like those
of a wavelength division multiplexed (WDM)
communications system. However, it is their more
subtle properties; the coherence of the comb lines,
and the precision of the frequency spacing between
them, that create new possibilities and offer unique
advantages over existing laser sources.
While the promise of comb lasers has been
recognised, most commercial optical comb sources
have been the preserve of scientists to date; they are
expensive pieces of laboratory equipment which has
limited their use in high volume applications.
Recent advances in photonic integration have enabled
several demonstrations of on-chip optical combs that
have the potential to open up volume markets for the
first time. Opportunities for combs are found in optical
communications, low cost optical sensing for the
internet of things, and chip-scale atomic clocks that
can benefit from photonic integrated optical combs.

Comb generation techniques
Optical combs can be generated using many different
techniques, and the suitability of each depends on the
application.
They can be generated via mode-locking, in either
solid-state (including fibre), or diode laser cavities.
The solid-state type is the most widely deployed
commercial comb source and offers excellent optical
properties and a wide comb bandwidth. They are an
excellent choice for laboratory and scientific work, but
are less suited to low-cost, high-volume applications.
Mode-locked laser diodes on the other hand, do
offer the potential for photonic integration. They have
been explored deeply in the research community, for
example through the EU FP7 project Big Pipes [1],

and they are being actively commercialised for short
reach communications.
A draw-back of mode-locked techniques in general
is that they are based on a fixed physical cavity, and
therefore the comb spacing is generally static. This
limits swept-mode operation which can prove useful
in applications such as spectroscopy and frequency
metrology.
Optical combs can also be generated by over-driving
electro-optic modulators. In order to get a high quality
comb, numerous modulators (each requiring their own
RF driver,) are typically used in series. This drives up
the cost of the comb source, and also increases the
optical loss, often necessitating the use of an optical
amplifier which also limits commercial applicability.
Comb generators based on the Kerr effect in ring
resonators are receiving much attention and many
impressive results have been published recently on
optical combs based on micro ring resonators. The
efficiency of such devices can prove challenging, with
external high-power pump lasers or amplifiers often
required. However, more efficient devices, requiring
less optical pump power are being actively developed,
which provide excellent potential for low-cost
commercial devices over time [2,3,4].
The reader is referred to the following references
[5,6,7,8] for several far more detailed surveys and
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Figure 1: A sawtooth wave is used to sweep the voltage controlled oscillator that sets the comb spacing. One tone is locked in frequency by
the master laser, while all other tones spread out from that point, as the comb frequency spacing is swept. In the example shown, a frequency
discriminator consisting of an optical filter and a photodetector is used to capture the wavelength sweep.

reviews of the various types and applications of optical
combs. The remainder of this article focuses on gain
switched comb generation from a monolithically
integrated photonic chip a technique that offers a
balance of simplicity, flexibility and performance.

Gain switched comb generation
The gain switching technique was originally used for
short optical pulse generation. A semiconductor laser
is directly modulated with a sine wave generating a
series of short optical pulses with a repetition rate that

The ability to set the wavelength
spacing using an RF frequency, as
opposed to having it determined by
a physical cavity, provides some of
the key benefits of gain switched
combs. With mode-locked diode
lasers for example, the comb spacing
accuracy is governed by the accuracy
of the facet cleave and is often in
the gigahertz range
12
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is set by the frequency of the drive signal. Because
the light in the laser cavity is completely extinguished
during gain switching, the pulses are incoherent and
therefore in the frequency domain, a broad continuous
spectrum is observed. The use of an additional
“master” laser to injection lock the gain switched
“slave” laser can ensure that there is always light in
the cavity, increasing the pulse to pulse coherence,
and resulting in the set of discrete frequency tones
that make up an optical comb.
The separation of the continuous wave (CW) master
and modulated slave laser provides additional
benefits. Through injection locking, the properties of
the master laser including its linewidth are imparted
on all of the comb lines. This offers the opportunity
to optimise its parameters for optical quality, while
optimising the slave for gain switching. The ability to
set the wavelength spacing using an RF frequency,
as opposed to having it determined by a physical
cavity, provides some of the key benefits of gain
switched combs. With mode-locked diode lasers for
example, the comb spacing accuracy is governed
by the accuracy of the facet cleave and is often in
the gigahertz range. In contrast, comb spacings
accurate to sub-kHz levels can be achieved using gain
switching.
Furthermore, the distance between the comb lines can
be swept with high accuracy and speed, enhancing
applications such as spectroscopy and fibre sensing
where swept wavelength tunable laser sources are
regularly used to interrogate samples or sensors. This
concept is illustrated in Figure 1.

cover story Pilot Photonics
Integrating the comb with active optical
filtering for advanced applications
By integrating the master and slave lasers on a single
chip, a photonic integrated comb source less than
one square millimetre in footprint can be produced,
while the electronics required to drive it are simple,
and low-cost. Efforts are currently underway to
produce optoelectronic comb source modules at
prices and in form-factors typical of high-volume
optical transceivers. From this core building block
of the comb PIC, even more powerful application
specific PICs can be created through the integration
of other components and structures. Active optical
filters that allow one or more of the comb lines to be
extracted and used for frequency shifting, frequency
multiplication, frequency generation, or for modulating
individual comb-lines with data are of particular
importance. Three examples of the many applications
enabled by this exciting technology are briefly
described below.

Frequency metrology
By using integrated optical filters to select any two
lines from a comb with tunable frequency spacing,
an extremely versatile microwave, millimetre-wave,
and sub-THz frequency generator can be created. An
exciting application of this approach is in coherent
population trapping (CPT), a technique used in
rubidium atomic clocks.
The photonic integrated comb architecture can be
used to generate an optical signal consisting of just
two coherent modes, spaced by the rubidium atomic
resonance frequency, and centred on its absorption
peak. By illuminating a vapour cell containing
rubidium atoms and feeding back control signals from
the detected light to the comb source, an atomically
stable clock signal can be generated. Space agencies,
academic researchers and commercial aerospace
corporations are excited by the potential of this novel
approach.

Optical networking
Almost all of the highest capacity, highest spectral
efficiency optical transmissions ever carried out are
based on optical combs, and yet, to date no combbased coherent transceiver has made it to market.
Today’s coherent transceivers employ one, or in some
cases two optical carriers produced by independent
lasers.

Pilot Photonics
CEO Frank
Smyth and VP
of Engineering,
Jules Braddell,
at a probe test
station preparing
a superchannel
chip (not visible)

Going beyond that to four or even eight wavelengths
for terabit coherent transceivers poses cost, power
and footprint challenges and comb sources have a
role to play here. A key challenge has been the need
to split the comb lines onto individual waveguides or
fibres for data modulation, in a cost, size, and power
efficient way. By monolithically integrating a gain
switched comb source with a four or eight channel
active optical filter, an on-chip demultiplexer can be
created which separates the comb lines, amplifies

Figure 2a (left) and Figure 2b(right) : (a) Pilot Photonics monolithically integrated comb source and demux PIC makes combs suitable for use in
coherent optical transcievers for the first time. Ideally suited to 400G and 1T coherent transceivers, the chip delivers four coherent comb tones
to separate fibers for modulation with data. (b) The chip and RF driver are co-packed in a high-speed optical package and light is coupled out
using a four fiber array, allowing a single optical package to replace four individual laser packages that are used in typical transceivers. The
Pilot Photonics device readily scales to greater channel counts.
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them for external modulation and improves the carrier
to noise ratio, while retaining the coherence between
the lines. This disruptive technology makes optical
combs a viable option for coherent transceivers for the
first time, and is gaining the attention of several optical
equipment vendors. (See Figures 2a and 2b)

Optical fibre sensing and spectroscopy
A third high-volume application of integrated optical
combs is in dual comb spectroscopy, a powerful
technique that uses two slightly offset combs to
interrogate a sample, or a sensor. The benefits of
dual-comb spectroscopy are that it provides a near
real-time, high-resolution spectral output without any
requirement for laser tuning.
In effect, it transposes an optical measurement
problem to the RF domain. Dual gain switched comb
sources can easily be generated on a single chip, and
an example is shown below. By coupling the power
of the dual-comb technique with the cost and size
benefits of photonic integration this architecture can
unleash the potential of optical sensing by increasing
the performance while reducing the cost and
complexity of the laser systems required.
Pilot Photonics Lyra-OCS-1000 is the most costeffective comb source on the market. Offering onetouch operation, it delivers a flexible gain switched
comb from a fully integrated opto-electronic module.

Conclusion

Figure 3: Pilot Photonics’ dual-comb Lyra-OCS-1000 is shown above

Optical combs have been duly recognised as one of
the most important technologies of our time as they
form a bridge between the RF and optical worlds.
Their intersection with photonic integration creates
wonderful possibilities and offers the potential for truly
disruptive innovation, which will see their widespread
deployment in numerous high-volume applications.
Gain switched comb generation is a powerful and
versatile approach that offers the potential for ultralow cost implementation. (Figure 3) If you have an
application to which it could be applied, please get in
touch with Pilot Photonics.
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4. P. Trocha, et al, “Ultrafast optical ranging using microresonator soliton frequency combs”, Science, 23 Feb 2018 : 887-891
5. M. Imran, P. M. Anandarajah, A. Kaszubowska-Anandarajah, N. Sambo and L. Potí, “A Survey of Optical Carrier Generation
Techniques for Terabit Capacity Elastic Optical Networks,” in IEEE Communications Surveys & Tutorials, vol. 20, no. 1,
pp. 211-263, First quarter 2018. doi: 10.1109/COMST.2017.2775039
6. V. Torres-Company and A. M. Weiner, “Optical frequency comb technology for ultra-broadband radio-frequency photonics,”
Laser Photon. Rev. , vol. 8, no. 3, pp. 368–393, 2014, doi:10.1002/lpor.201300126
7. P. J. Delfyett et al. , “Advanced ultrafast technologies based on optical frequency combs,” IEEE J. Sel. Topics Quantum
Electron. , vol. 18, no. 1, pp. 258–274, Jan./Feb. 2012.
8. S. A. Diddams, “The evolving optical frequency comb [invited],” J. Opt. Soc. Amer. B , vol. 27, no. 11, pp. B51–B62, Nov.
2010. [Online]. Available: http://josab.osa.org/abstract.cfm?URI=josab-27-11-B51
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CEATech LETI

Robust WDM optical links on photonic
interposers for high-performance
computing
The solution for next-generation data processing requirements can
be found by incorporating silicon photonic technologies in high
performance computing (HPC) applications, according to researchers
at CEA-Tech who have developed and prototyped new optical network
on chip (ONoC) designs. By Yvain Thonnart, CEATech – LETI, Design,
Architecture & Embedded Software Division; Stéphane Bernabé
and Vincent Reboud, CEATech – LETI, Photonics Division
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IN THE PAST YEARS, silicon photonics technology
has matured to the point that it can be used in
commercial products. For instance, photonic
transceivers now connect racks optically in data
centers, with data rates from 100 Gbps and beyond.
Such products are delivered by several companies,
such as Intel, Mellanox, Luxtera, and so on, and will
shortly reach 400 Gbps using WDM (Wavelength
Division Multiplexing) techniques and advanced
modulation formats (e.g. PAM-4) in transceiver
modules.
As a result, silicon photonics will increasingly compete
with other technologies like VCSELs and InP based
modules, with an intrinsic advantage in term of
scalability, and mass manufacturing capability. There
is little doubt that silicon photonics will also soon
address new markets and applications including

optical sensors and high performance computers
(HPC). Regarding HPC, optical solutions have been
considered for a long time as an obvious way to
improve the performance of computing systems
in term of energy efficiency, bandwidth density
and latency. Optical links can indeed be used to
interconnect memories to processors or several
processors within a supercomputer (such as IBM
Power 775).
In addition, on-chip optical buses have also been
proposed to optically connect cores together
in ‘manycore’ computing systems. These latter
architectures are known as “optical network on chipo”
(ONoC). They rely on several concepts which have
been made available by merging silicon photonics
building blocks (particularly microring modulators)
and advanced packaging technologies (particularly
micropillar-based flip-chip assembly).
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Figure 1: Leti’s
proposal for an
optical network
topology utilizes
one waveguide
per transmitter,
whether chiplet
or primary I/O,
which will pass
through all
receivers.

The typical diameter of microring based modulators
and the typical pitch of micropillar interconnects are in
the range of few to several tens of micrometers. Those
critical dimensions allow the dense connection of
several computing multicore processor chips (called
chiplet) reducing dramatically their footprint and
can be 3D stacked on top of a photonic interposer,
embedding the various optical functionalities of light
modulation, detection and guiding. As a result, a
communication network between chiplets is created,
using WDM: every chiplet needs to communicate with
the others and to primary inputs and outputs (I/O) of
the assembly on the interposer.
To this end, LETI proposed an optical network
topology using one waveguide per transmitter,
whether chiplet or primary I/O, which will pass
through all receivers. The required data bandwidth
is transmitted on the corresponding number of
wavelengths depending on the target data rate, using
microring modulators. The receivers use microring
filters to route the light to their own photodetectors
depending on the destination of the data flow,
forming a circuit-switched optical network. In order to
allow tiling of identical chiplets on top of this optical
interposer, the waveguides form a ring of concentric
spirals, which also avoids crossings between
waveguides, as shown on Figure 1.
The silicon photonic circuit embeds the various
aforementioned building blocks available within Leti’s
R&D fabrication platform. This platform includes a
standard manufacturing process and a device library
that can be used to design complex circuits within
an automated design environment including layout,
device compact models and verification tools. This
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toolbox forms a unique photonic design kit (PDK),
which has been developed within the IRT Nanoelec
Photonic Program, a French consortium involving
CEA LETI, Mentor Graphics and ST Microelectronics,
among others. It is available in several CAD
environments, e.g. Mentor Pyxis.
All device structures needed for on-chip optical
networking are processed utilizing Silicon On Insulator
(SOI) base wafers, within a standard process flow
that includes silicon patterning, silicon doping (for
light modulation and carrier collection) and local
germanium epitaxy to build high speed photodiodes
at the end of waveguides. Other available building
blocks are ring filters, Mach-Zehnder modulators,
multiplexers and power splitters.
The process ends with a two-layer back end of line
(BEOL) step for electrical wiring and a specific post
process to grow the copper micropillars, with a typical
pitch of 40 µm.
To give more flexibility to designers, LETI is also
developing technological add-ons to the standard
process flow, such as III-V material hybridization to
form laser diodes on the Silicon Photonics platform,
SiN to get ultra-low propagation loss waveguides,
and TSV (through silicon vias) to enable electrical
connection to the backside of the photonic interposer.
All these devices are designed to have a minimal
footprint in order to be densely integrated in the
optical interposer, to minimize the overhead with
respect to the computation part of the chiplets.
However, this computational power in the chiplet
translates to electrical power and thermal dissipation
by Joule effect. Microring modulators are temperature

CEATech LETI

Figure 2: Several typical building blocks are needed in an Optical Network On Chip (ONoC). From left, these include: a ring modulator,
a photodiode and an optical bus.

sensitive devices, which require an accurate thermal
tuning to operate.
Leti recently demonstrated a digitally supervised
thermal tuning architecture to control the local
temperature of the microrings and lock to the laser
wavelength. The transmission on the drop port of the
microring allows monitoring the ring resonance and
matching the optical power to a reference level, which
optimizes the communication with a high extinction
ratio and low insertion losses. This is done by means
of an electro-optical analog feedback loop: the set
point corresponds to an optical power value on the
drop port; a photodiode converts this optical power to
a photocurrent.
A robust analog control loop tracks this photocurrent
and drives a local heater near the microring to match
the photocurrent against the reference. This brings
all microring resonant wavelengths to the closest
laser wavelength, and a specific data encoding in the
transmission protocol allows identifying the actual
wavelengths to recover the correct permutation of the
data on the different wavelengths.
The thermal environment of the chip assembly is
however very constrained, and it can evolve over time
depending on the computation needs. In the case of
a large temperature variation, maintaining the initial
wavelength allocation on the WDM link can become
sub-optimal in terms of Joule power, or could even
become unfeasible without cooling down of the
rings. Thus, a digital mechanism on top of the analog
temperature-tracking loop fixes the set points to allow

jumping from a laser wavelength to another. This
needs to be done as fast as possible to minimize the
unavailability of the data link. Overheat and underheat thresholds are set on the heater power. When a
threshold is reached, the feedback loop is changed
from negative feedback to positive feedback to force
the transition to a different edge of the resonance
peak, and changed again to negative feedback to
re-enable the communication on the next peak, as
shown in Figure 3.
Besides, the digital control forces some additional
coordination between wavelengths, so that the full
WDM channel remains operational. Nevertheless, this
coordination is only done locally in each Tx or Rx, and
the protocol maintains the communication whatever
the mappings at source and destination. Given the
temperature gradients across the chip assembly, this
independence of the control between Tx’s and Rx’s
is mandatory. This approach has been successfully
implemented on a silicon photonic network on chip
prototype with a flip-chipped driver and thermal
control electronics (ASIC).
This chip assembly implements a 4-wavelength
WDM electro-optical link operational up to 10 Gbps
per wavelength, with robust thermal control of
microring resonances. The bottom die contains the
silicon-photonic devices and waveguides, along
with some metal redistribution layers, while the top
die contains the electronic ASIC implemented in
STMicroelectronics 65nm CMOS technology, with the
10 Gbps Tx and Rx drivers and the digitally supervised
analog thermal control loops for all microrings. The
Figure 3:
Shown here is
an illustration of
ways in which
overheating and
underheating
are managed
to continuously
enable signal
transmission
within the ONoC.
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Figure 4: Electronic and photonic die are assembled
together with microbump 3D connections, then
electrical IOs are wirebonded to a board; a fiber array
is then positioned above grating couplers. (Left) A
close-up view of the silicon photonic network on chip
prototype under test conditions designed to assess
Leti’s thermal management strategy. (Right) Board
operation under optical prober in the lab.

dies are assembled using 3D Copper micropillars
with a pitch of 40 μm. The electrical connection for
one wavelength Tx or Rx uses 6 micropillars for
modulation, photocurrent monitoring and heater
control, i.e. a footprint of 96,000μm². The microring
and photodiode as well as all the control and driving
electronics at 10 Gbps fit within this footprint for an
ultra-dense communication bandwidth of more than 1
Tbps/mm².
Measurements show that the temperature control
allows maintaining the average optical power of the
rings within 0.1 dB of the target set points of the
modulators and filters, which corresponds to less than
0.5 pm error on the resonance wavelength. Starting
from an off-resonance ring, the activation of the loop
achieves locking on the resonance in 100 μs, which
allows remapping the WDM optical link in 200 μs in
case of a large temperature variation. Additionally,
the control loop remains stable even when resonance
variations occur around 1 kHz and 30 pm peakto-peak, corresponding to a parasitic temperature
variation of 0.5 K at a change rate observable during
processor activity.
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These efforts have demonstrated that high-density
integration of optical communication channels are
possible, renewing the roadmap of high-bandwidth
2.5D interposers for high performance computers.
They open the way to large scale optical integration
of manycore processors on a photonic interposer
implementing an optical network on chip. Such an
ONoC would allow a scale-up of 2-4× in processor
count with multiple Terabytes/s aggregate bandwidth
for lower latencies than CMOS interposers while
maintaining the same power envelope for on-chip/onboard communication.

References:
Szelag et al.,”CMOS compatible 200mm silicon
photonic platform suitable for high bandwidth
applications”, SSDM, 2017.
Thonnart et al., “A 10Gb/s Si-Photonic Transceiver
with 150μW 120μs-Lock-Time Digitally Supervised
Analog Microring Wavelength Stabilization for
1Tb/s/mm2 Die-to-Die Optical Networks”, ISSCC,
2018.
Thonnart et al., “Technology assessment of silicon
interposers for manycore SoCs: Active, passive,
or optical?”, NOCS, 2014.
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Interview with QPOlens’

Jorge Sanchez

Jorge Sanchez is the Business Development Manager of QPOlens,
a company specialising in the design and manufacture of plastic
lenses for the control of light. QPO offers both custom-made lenses
and standard lenses with high manufacturing volumes at very
competitive prices for the following sectors: lighting, sensor, signalling,
instrumentation, security, automotive, architecture, and light guides.
WHILE Jorge plays a pivotal role in
helping QPO grow its business, he was
keen to emphasise that the core and
spirit of the company is embodied in two
other key persons: Carles Pizarro,
CEO of the company who has more than
20 years of experience in the field of
optical design-including plastic lens, and
their CTO, Manel Espinola. Together, they
have created a team that’s a major driver
in providing optical products with real
added value.

disruptive and is very convenient in terms
of manufacturing costs. Furthermore, it
allows for flexible production to assemble
the optical parts in the embedding
process step in which many processes
need to be adjusted to fit the production
of complex, often free-form components
(Figure 2).
The adjustments include both component
specific changes as well as standard
process steps. Due to the need to
produce large varieties of parts in small
batches, process adjustments have to
be both rapid and accurate - both of
which can be achieved with the QPO
approach.

A convenient approach
to assemble optics in the
embedding process step.
According to Jorge, QPO’s approach is
based on thermoplastic mould injection
instead of thermosetting. With this
process, queue time, misalignments
and abrasions - the bottlenecks in a
thermoset approach - are eliminated.
Hence, with QPO’s proprietary
technology and know-how, run time for
operations and manufacturing costs are
indeed optimized (Figure 1).
Jorge added that this approach is not
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Figure 1. Example of FoT emitter with its
embedded & assembled optics made with
thermoplastics

COPYRIGHT PIC MAGAZINE

In this sense, it is worth pointing out that
this approach and the business model
behind it has just received (April) the
so-called “Seal of Excellence” (SoE)
from the EC, being recommended
for funding after the corresponding
evaluation by an international panel of
independent experts. “In this sense,
we encourage photonics community
investors to contact us since a capital

EPIC updates
increase is in process to automate
the process and dimensionate batches
runs in order to optimize the real
time to market with a proven
optimization costs for mass production,”
Jorge said.

The best market/application
to develop QPO
Currently, QPO has three main
applications in the pipeline: datacomm
applications (backbones); the other
two concern lighting. The company is
young with a novel technology, so the
urgent need is to position the technology
and show its added value. In all LED and
automotive markets, QPO is carving out a
niche position.

Figure 2. Vertical analysis of a typical E-o device with the assembled optics in the embedded
part of the process

The LED lighting in automotive can
be divided into three main parts:
lighting itself, comfort/economy and
complimentary lighting, which is the most
promising for QPO. In this regard, QPO
is currently working on projecting lights
that project to ground level in high-quality
cars.

Ligentec’s success story
By Jose Pozo, Director of Technology and Innovation at EPIC, interviews
Michael Geiselmann, Managing Director of LiGenTec

Q

What is Ligentec?

A LIGENTEC is a silicon nitride

photonics foundry based in Switzerland.
Our heritage is dispersion engineered,
ultra low-loss, non-linear resonators used
in Kerr combs, that came from the EPFL
laboratory; LIGENTEC is a spin-off. The
EPFL (ETH Lausanne) laboratory was
developing integrated platforms with high
quality factor resonators for nonlinear
photonic applications such as frequency
comb generation.
These platforms started to attract a
lot of interest for the use in a variety
of applications, so we decided to
investigate the possibility of scaling up
the process to make it commercially
available. This was made possible thanks
to Dr. Michael Zervas, cofounder of
LIGENTEC, that pooled his experience
from Oerlikon, IBM and Intel and was

able to bring both commercial and
process knowhow.
LIGENTEC is now providing a complete
low loss platform based on thick film
stoichiometric LPCVD silicon nitride with
a turnaround time of two months, which
is 2-3 times faster than other foundries.
The high confinement waveguides enable
a decrease in chip size by a factor of four
as bends can be as small as a few tens
of micrometres. The complete platform
includes a PDK with verified designs and
its fully configured software environment.

Q

if one chip works, but the customer
wants every chip to work that he gets
delivered. Furthermore, as the market
is segmented, it has been necessary to
determine what market needs we can
fulfil, where they are and promote our
services in these markets.

Q

One of the issues in the integrated
photonics industry is standardized
testing. To solve the challenge,
you mentioned testing at the
wafer level. Do you think it would
be desirable to work with the rest
of the ecosystem or is it
something that every foundry
should solve by itself?

What have been the main
difficulties in going from the lab
to the customer?

A The PIC market has still low volume

fabrication compared to CMOS. Working
at low volumes and achieving customer
specification requires a tight process
control at wafer level. A student is happy

A For process control, it’s so

fundamental to the business that it
needs to be done in-house; for passive
components process control is sufficient
having established a statistical model.
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For other integration, like packaging,
you could use outside partners.
Functionalization of the final device could
also be outsourced to someone with
the required expertise who could serve
several foundries.

Q

Regarding your point about
selecting markets, which markets
do you think integrated photonics
in general should focus on?

A Our view is that there is a huge

potential for future photonic chips serving
new markets, away from the traditional
telecom and datacom space.
For us, the one important new technology
on the horizon is bio application and
microscopy as they can benefit a lot
from integrated photonics, for example
going from a bulk to an integrated
system or replacing fibre links with an
optic chip. Here, silicon nitride has a
great advantage because it provides
transparency in the visible region. Other
important potential new markets are in
quantum, microwave photonics, LiDAR
or neuromorphic computing that uses
phase arrays. These markets all need
hybrid integration in the next five years,
to benefit from the best performance from
different platforms, as there is no platform
that can provide everything (low loss,
active elements, transparency window).
Then, especially for our technology, there
are some niche markets, for example, in
telecommunications in space and laser
metrology market.

Q

What about vertical integration,
do you think you will need to
move away from an application
independent system?

A We provide building blocks and a

process design kit (PDK) with software
packages that customers can use to
create an application of choice. We focus
on specialized integrated photonics
and this is one of our key advantages
compared with larger foundries,
specialized in electronics, that are less
willing to accept the change.
Furthermore, electronics foundries are
linked to the electronics cyclic market;
this means that photonics can be
reduced in fab priority as the market
swings to the plus side, leading to
product delays and cost increase (for
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About the interviewer
Dr. Jose Pozo is Director of Technology and Innovation
at EPIC (European Photonics Industry Consortium). As
EPIC’s CTO, he represents 380 companies active in the
field of Photonics. His job consists of actively engaging
with these companies and providing tools to strengthen
their position in the supply chain, organizing 20
technology workshops per year, providing market
intelligence, and finding B2B leads. He has a vision that,
to a large extent, the future of optoelectronic manufacturing can take place in
Europe and as part of that vision, he is actively involved in EU-funded pilot lines.
He has a 20-year background in photonics technology, market knowledge, and is
part of a large network within the industrial and academic photonics landscape.
About QPO Lenses
QPO Lenses specializes in the design and manufacturing of plastic lenses for light
control. The manufacturing methods and automated lines can handle multi wafer
runs with a flexible encapsulation system that overcomes the current challenge of
manufacturing costs by a solution based on thermoplastics. This allows QPO to
supply customized lenses as well as large volume manufacturing at competitive
rates and to develop quality optical solutions for a wide range of sectors and
applications: lighting, signage, sensors, architecture, light guides.
www.qpolens.com

photonics). In the segmented and lower
volume PIC market compared to CMOS,
the added value coming from specialising
and focusing on all our resources to
provide the single best process available
and then working with similar solution
providers (EDA, packaging, designs) in
their focused areas.

Q

What about the role of integrated
photonics in medical
applications?

A Integration of all wavelength laser

combinations on a chip will produce
much smaller and more compact
modules at a similar or cheaper cost. For
example, a handheld device for sensing
using a spectrometer with integrated
photonics or point of care devices.

Q

Finally, what applications will
enable volume production silicon
nitride devices?

A High volume is definitely in sensing

where you need a large transparency
window as well as LiDAR, AI and 5G
where you need to propagate higher
powers than a few milliwatts or have long
delay lines. These are promising future
volume markets for silicon nitride.

COPYRIGHT PIC MAGAZINE

Q

What gasses are the most
important?

A There has to be a large demand for

detecting them and ideally, they should
be detectable without much additional
effort in terms of absorption wavelength
where laser sources are available, (e.g.
methane) otherwise they won’t generate
volume production, although some gas
detection could still become interesting
for a niche market. Common gases are
carbon monoxide, and CO2, methane,
etc., which will require greater monitoring
in future to contain exhaust emissions
and air contamination.
EPIC environmental
monitoring event
In response to Michael’s comments
concerning gas detection, Jose
commented that EPIC plans an
environmental monitoring event on 15-16
October at the headquarters of Avantes,
an EPIC member that expects in the next
2 to 3 years, that integrated photonics is
going to bring about a big paradigm shift
in the cost and size of spectrometers.

Marketing

Q

When you started, would you have
appreciated more guidance about
the marketing channels you
deeded to address?

EPIC updates
A Definitely yes! One piece of advice I

have is don’t try it on your own: seek help
from partners with market expertise. This
is the good thing about EPIC because
you can become integrated in the
ecosystem and find a lot of information,
such as market reports and talk to people
with marketing knowhow.
A product doesn’t sell itself just because
it’s a good product: it needs to be
marketed. Marketing is not just about
making a nice advert; it’s understanding
the market, understanding the needs
of the customer and your key selling
points, which need to be included in
the message. For example, we have a
very fast turnaround time of two months,
which is very important if the customer
is proving a first prototype and doesn’t
want to wait 6 months. Another of our
key selling points is that we produce
silicon nitride circuits with a very low
propagation loss, which is important if
you need to buy a powerful laser and
don’t want to lose power in your circuitry.
You have to do your homework and
build in marketing in the first stage of
your business plan before you go out
and communicate it. You have to know
the market and the strengths all of your
products and you have to be aware of the
need to give different pitches to different
kinds of people.

Advice to young entrepeneurs

Q

Finally what advice would you
give to young entrepreneurs
wanting to start their own
business?

A Don’t try to do everything on your

PIC related events by EPIC:
European Photonics
Industry Consortium
EPIC Round Table on LiDAR Technology for
Defence took place on 8 February in Paris.
THE EVENT was held in conjunction with
OPTRO. Light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) systems are enabling the
examination, detection, and mapping
of objects easier, faster and with equal
or higher resolution than conventional
methods. They are one of the main
enablers of the upcoming autonomous
car industry, and are already in used in
defence, security and aviation/aerospace
applications. It is in those applications
where the high resolution enabled by
LiDAR system makes them particularly
good for collecting enough detail to
identify targets, such as tanks.

higher integration LiDAR systems. The
invited keynote speaker was Nikolaus
Schmitt, Senior Expert Optronic Systems
at Airbus. There were 11 presentations
and 27 participants from 10 countries.

LiDAR is proving to be increasingly useful
in the autonomy of robots, allowing the
computers that control them to produce
digital maps of the surrounding area
and obstacles. This kind of autonomy is
useful in both UAVs (unmanned aerial
vehicles) and specific task autonomous
robotics such as bomb disposal units.
The purpose of this round table was
to discuss the still unmet needs for 3D
sensing in the security, defense and
aerospace sectors as well as strategizing
to achieve the further adoption of next
generation miniaturized, lower cost or

Testing. In many optoelectronic devices
(Silicon Photonics, InP PICs, VCSELs,
LEDs, DFB lasers, etc.) testing is
performed at wafer level, at die level,
as well as in a packaged device or
module, and requires the combination
of more conventional electrical probing
and optical measurements, either with
probing fibres or by means of near field /
far field beam analysers.
Similar to packaging, testing starts at
design level and ends with automated
test machines. There were 24 participants
from all over the world including:

EPIC Meeting on Testing of
Optoelectronics took place on 15-16
February in Belfast. The event was
hosted by Yelo. The need to improve,
speed-up, and reduce cost of packaging
and assembly of optoelectronic devices
is in constant debate. But as production
numbers increase, another need is also
attracting more attention:

own: listen to other people, attend
courses and don’t think that you know
everything. Join EPIC and other networks
so you can benefit from the wide range
of experience and know how.
PIXAPP Photonic Integrated Circuit
(PIC) Assembly and Packaging Pilot line.
As a final note, Jose wanted to draw
readers’ attention to PIXAPP, which aims
to be inclusive and involve as many
key players as possible by creating an
interest group to help this pilot line.
For more information, please contact
Ana Gonzalez, EPIC R&D Manager:
ana.gonzalez@epic-assoc.com
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circuits industry were together in the
heart of Brussels to enjoy a fruitful
evening of networking.

Japan, USA and Europe, discussing
requirements of probing techniques,
handling, test procedures and needs
for dedicated modular instrumentation,
as well as finding combined solutions
by means of collaboration between top
companies and R&D centres in testing
methodologies. The meeting concluded
with a whisky tasting!
EPIC events are renowned for excellent
networking, creating new connections
and strengthening existing ties.
Connecting EPIC members means
building trust within the photonics
industry, its leaders and experts.
EPIC Networking Reception at OFC took
place on 13 March on the rooftop of the
Hard Rock Hotel in San Diego. EPIC
gathered 120 EPIC members and VIPs of

the photonics industry in an evening with
live music and excellent Mexican cuisine.
With the perfect setting to talk business
with key representatives of the photonics
industry, the feedback of the attendees
was extremely positive once again.
EPIC VIP Party at PIC International took
place on 9 April in Brussels. 60 EPIC
members, industry leaders, and decision
makers from the photonics integrated

15-16 November EPIC Meeting on Environmental Monitoring at Avantes,
Apeldoorn, The Netherlands
Find out about upcoming EPIC events on www.epic-assoc.com/epic-events

VCSEL arrays have been employed recently to
power cameras to improve 3D sensing features in
smartphones. By Ana Gonzalez and Jose Pozo.
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The EPIC Meeting on Automation Tools
for Packaging and Testing will have the
participation of EPIC members such as
Jenoptik, FiconTEC, VTT, imec, Yelo,
IRSweep, Nanosbribe, CESEM, Xeryon,
TNO, QPO lenses, Aifotec…

Upcoming PIC related EPIC events:
24 September EPIC VIP Party at The ECOC Exhibition, Rome, Italy

Combining silicon photonics
with modulated VCSELs light
sources for the next generation
of telecommunication
transceivers
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EPIC Meeting on Automation Tools for
Packaging and Testing was scheduled
to take place on 22-23 May in Karlsruhe.
(Look for an update in a future edition
of PIC Magazine.) The purpose of the
meeting is to bring together equipment
manufacturers and companies investing
or interested in the further automation of
their high precision manufacturing and
testing lines, to discuss the production of
optoelectronic components and modules
(Silicon Photonics, PICs, AOC, VCSEL,
Laser Diode, WLP, 2.5D/3D IC, TSV,
TCB, Fan-out/EWLP,…) and to identify
bottlenecks in process automation for
any industry (HPLD manufacturing,
fiber-optics and opto-electronics,
medical technology, security and military
applications, R&D, telecommunications,
and others) and volume demand.
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IN THE NEXT GENERATION, 3D sensing
technology will enable accurate facial
recognition, secure biometrics, gesture
sensing, new gaming experiences and
augmented reality. It is time for VCSELs to
reach other applications related to metro
networks, enabling higher capacities and
reducing consumption and cost.
The vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser,
or VCSEL is a type of semiconductor
laser diode with laser beam emission
perpendicular from the top surface,
contrary to conventional edge-emitting
semiconductor lasers. VCSELs offer
several advantages over Light Emitting
Diode (LED) and Edge Emitting Laser
(EEL) technology in terms of:
Manufacturability - taking advantage

EPIC updates
of their vertical construction, traditional
semiconductor manufacturing equipment
can be used to keep fabrication costs
down;
Reliability - VCSELs do not have
the failure modes of traditional laser
structures and can be implemented
in arrays avoiding catastrophic optical
damage;
Testability - they are cheaper and easier
to test on wafers;
Scalability - VCSELs can be easily
fabricated into one or two dimensional
arrays;
Packageability - VCSELs use traditional
low-cost LED packaging to reduce cost
and enable replacement of LEDs in
existing applications;
High-performance - the beam profile
is symmetric with high quality and low
divergence; and
Low Power - reducing thermal design
constraints in larger systems.
In the last decade, we have seen a
continuous development of fibre optic
networks for metropolitan applications.
However, we are now facing a bottleneck
in the transmission and the routing of
data. Traditionally, the high-capacity
systems targeting more than 100-Gb/s
capacity per channel are exploiting high
end optical transmitters based on
distributed feedback (DFB) lasers and
external Mach-Zehnder modulators
(MZMs) to achieve high fidelity and high
capacity links.
As the need for bandwidth capacity
continues to grow exponentially, multiTb/s per second systems based on
this high-end technology are becoming
prohibitively expensive. However, due to
the re-introduction of coherent detection
technologies such as VCSEL sources in
the last 10 years, many of the possible

impairments, such as modulation
related chirp, chromatic and polarization
dependent dispersion and non-linearities
can be compensated.
The EU funded PASSION project will
develop new photonic technologies
for supporting agile metro networks,
enabling capacities of Tb/s per channel,
100 Tb/s per link and Pb/s per node
over increased transport distances.
To achieve this, PASSION will develop
directly modulated WDM VCSEL sources
for massive deployment, based on InP
technology and working on single-mode
operation. A large number of VCSELs
will be integrated on a SiPh chip based
on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer
processing and the light will be coupled
directly from the VCSELs into the SOI PIC
using a mirror in SOI to develop a novel
3D stacked modular design.

IF WE HAVE
COVERED YOU
IN AN EDITORIAL
FEATURE, IT
COULD BE A
REALLY USEFUL
SALES TOOL.

At the receiver side, PASSION will
develop novel InP based coherent
receiver arrays which handle polarization
on chip making polarization handling off
chip unnecessary. Finally, PASSION will
develop a compact and cost-effective
switching concept which can support
the Pb/s capacities generated by the
transceiver modules, using a combination
of InP and SiPh PICs. Increased system
flexibility and modularity is obtained
by sliceable bandwidth/bitrate variable
transceivers. The resulting solution will
offer scalability, programmability and
re-configurability using agile aggregation
in spectrum, polarization and space
dimensions. “In PASSION, a new metro
network infrastructure is envisioned,
fitting the network operator roadmap and
targeting at least a tenfold reduction in
components energy consumption and
footprint. “ Pierpaolo Boffi, coordinator of
PASSION
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silicon photonics

Thinking beyond conventional

silicon photonics
A variety of silicon-based technologies have given rise to expansive
opportunities for photonic integrated circuits. While silicon enabled many
photonic product developments, there is no one-size-fits-all approach;
hybrid modules and the benefits of III-V technologies can resolve issues
that elude all-silicon designs. By Prof. Sasan Fathpour, College of Optics
and Photonics (CREOL), University of Central Florida
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silicon photonics

PHOTONIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (PICs) owes
its birth to III-V compound semiconductors, and the
traditional field of optoelectronics that has been built
around these versatile materials since the 1960s.
Since the 1980s, though, silicon photonics has slowly
but surely been pursued as an alternative platform.
Realized primarily through silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) wafers, the argued advantages of silicon over
III-V PICs have been much more compact optical
waveguides with lower optical propagation loss, better
processing yield, lower cost and compatibility with
silicon foundry processing. Integration with CMOS
electronics is another advantage, historically, but it
is much less critical these days, as the trend is to
have photonics and electronics on separate chips.
Nonetheless, it was clear from the get-go that there is
no “pure silicon” photonics, since other materials are
inevitably required for a variety of functionalities that
cannot be easily achieved in silicon.
Some of the widely known shortcomings of silicon for
integrated photonics are: (a) Lack of light generation
[due to silicon’s indirect bandgap]; (b) Negligible
photodetection in the telecom range and above [due
to silicon’s bandgap energy]; (c) Lack of electrooptic
or Pockels effect and second-order optical nonlinearity
[due to silicon’s centrosymmetric crystal symmetry];
(d) Inefficient third-order optical nonlinearity below
2.2 μm [due to nonlinear absorptions]; (e) Loss of
the buried oxide (BOX) layer of SOI in the mid-infrared
wavelengths [1].
Addressing the former two shortcomings was more
critical in the development of the silicon photonics
technology for its prime application: datacom.
Integrating thin layers of germanium in waveguide
photodetector configuration has long been a
standard procedure, hence group-IV photonics
has been a common term for the technology too.
Meanwhile, despite tremendous amount of efforts,
dependable silicon-based lasers remain elusive to
date. Instead and despite certain downsides, various
methods for hybrid integration of III-V lasers have
been successfully developed and are widely in use
in commercial transceiver chips. Given this, maybe
“groups III-to-V photonics” is semantically a more
accurate descriptive name for silicon photonics.
The mentioned lack of ‘true’ electrooptic effect in
silicon has been circumvented by the less attractive
phenomenon of plasma dispersion effect, in which the
free-carrier density is modulated electronically, usually
via a p-n junction diode straddling SOI waveguides.
Reasonably high data transmission rates are routinely

achieved, but silicon modulators inherently suffer from
low extinction ratios or modulation depths, limited to a
few dB, particularly at the high data rates of interest.
Such low performance may be acceptable for current
datacom applications, where fiber-optic links with
on-off keying reaching to a maximum of a couple
kilometers are targeted. However, if it is intended
to expand the realm of silicon photonics to longer
links and/or more advanced modulation formats, the
low extinction ratio of modulators based on plasma
dispersion effect will become a bottleneck for system
performance. The best-known phenomenon and
material for optical modulation is the electrooptic
or Pockels effect in lithium niobate. Dominating the
long-haul communication market for decades, lithium
niobate Mach-Zehnder modulators boast low loss,
remarkably high modulation depths of higher than
20 dB and modulation bandwidths of up to 100 GHz.
The challenge for this technology is that the devices
are bulky, power-hungry, expensive and do not lend
themselves easily for integration of multiple devices.
The root problem is the common waveguide formation
techniques of proton exchange or titanium indiffusion,
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Fig 1: Litium
niobate
photonics on
silicon

Fig 2: Thin film
fabrication
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Fig 3:
Mach-Zehnder
modulators

resulting in low-index-contrast waveguides and,
in turn, leading to large drive voltages, length and
bending radii. Therefore, a high-contrast and low-loss
lithium niobate waveguide technology is desirable. In
addition, if the lithium niobate photonics technology
is merged with silicon photonics at the back end of
line (BEOL) portion of foundry fabrication, it could be
game-changing.
To this end, the author’s group at CREOL has been
working on developing such a technology for several
years. We reported the first lithium niobate on silicon
wafers, waveguides and modulators in 2013 [2]. The
in-house fabrication process actually resembles the
SmartCut method of SOI and involves ion implantation

of bulk lithium niobate wafers, bonded to oxidized
silicon wafers, followed by thermal slicing to leave
a thin film (200 to 600 nm) of lithium niobate on a
silicon dioxide insulating layer, serving as the bottom
cladding of the waveguides.
In principle, dry etching of lithium niobate can be used
for ridge formation and lateral optical confinement. In
practice and to avoid the challenges of etching lithium
niobate, we have been typically relying on the simpler
and more reliable solution of rib-loading the thin films.
The choice of the rib material is not that critical, as
long as its refractive index roughly matches that of
lithium niobate, can provide low loss and it is easy to
process. Based on this maturing waveguide platform
and in a series of research papers [2-4], we have
so far successfully reported the first lithium niobate
microring and Mach-Zehnder modulators on silicon.
The latest generation of Mach-Zehnder modulators
possess a 3-dB bandwidth of 33 GHz, low half-wave
voltage length product of 3.1 V.cm at DC and less than
6.5 V.cm up to 50 GHz. Notable is the high extinction
ratio of 18 to 20 dB in the devices, on par with
commercial lithium niobate devices and much higher
than the mentioned plasma dispersion effect in silicon.
Optimized designs confirm that devices with up to
100 GHz bandwidth are attainable.

Fig 4: High-contrast LiNbO3 waveguidlines
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Encouraged by the above promising results, our
research team has established a spin-off company,
Partow Technologies (http://www.partow-tech.com/).
The company has already been marketing the lithium
niobate on silicon wafers for three years for photonic
and non-photonic applications and is progressing
towards commercializing thin-film modulators and

silicon photonics
Fig 5: Silicon
photonics
beyond SOI for
mid-IR

other photonic circuits on the heterogeneous wafers.
The previously mentioned issues pertaining to light
generation, detection and modulation are not the only
shortcomings of silicon photonics.
For example, other issues arise for nonlinear and
mid-infrared applications. Although these applications
may not have a large market yet or the solutions may
not be ready for commercialization, they may become
important in future developments. Lack of electrooptic
or Pockels effect in silicon is tightly related to the lack
of second-order optical nonlinearity. The associated
nonlinear phenomena have potential applications
in light sources at lower (e.g., via second-harmonic
generation) or higher (e.g., via difference-frequency

generation) wavelengths than a pump source’s,
self-referencing in optical combs, quantum photonics
at telecom wavelengths, and more. Readily, the
discussed lithium niobate platform can be exploited
for such nonlinear frequency conversion applications.
We have accordingly reported second-harmonic
generation and entangled photon generation.
Typically, phase-matching techniques are required for
efficient conversion. We have applied the conventional
period poling, as well as a novel method, dubbed
mode-shape modulation, to address this requirement
[5, 6]. Third-order optical nonlinearities also have a
whole host of applications, for example four-wave
mixing and continuum generation. Silicon has high
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third-order nonlinearity but at wavelengths below
the two-photon bandgap of ~ 2.2 μm, the Kerr and
Raman nonlinear effects are significantly hampered
by nonlinear absorptions. Although carrier sweepout techniques alleviate the issue to a certain extent,
for the most part researchers have moved to other
highly nonlinear materials such as silicon nitride and
chalcogenide glass to form waveguides for nonlinear
applications on silicon [1, 7].
An emerging research area is the quest for
simultaneously integrating all these materials on the
same chips. For example, it is key to “co-integrate”
cascaded waveguides with second- and third-order
nonlinearities for frequency-stabilized optical comb
generation.
Chalcogenide or silicon nitride waveguides can be
exploited to achieve octave-spanning supercontinuum
generation (SCG), while second-harmonic generation
in lithium niobate can be used for stabilization by
f-to-2f carrier-envelope offset (CEO) locking. We
have recently reported progress towards such
multimaterial integration, in which light enters a toplayer chalcogenide waveguide and then it is directed
by adiabatic tapers into a lithium niobate underneath
waveguide [8].
Last but not least, mid-infrared wavelengths
(~ 3 to 5 μm) could be another up-and-coming
application of silicon photonics. The challenge here

is that the BOX bottom clad layer of the standard
SOI waveguides is lossy at certain bands within this
wavelength range. In order to eliminate oxide from
silicon waveguide structures, our team reported the
first silicon-on-nitride waveguides in 2013 [9].
We later reported two types of all-silicon air-clad
suspended- and anchored-membrane waveguides
[10, 11], which do not rely on wet etching the BOX
layer. Rather, mechanically robust mid-infrared
waveguides are achieved by trench formation in bulk
silicon, bonded to an SOI die followed by substrate
removal.
Given the limited space, the above focuses on the
works demonstrated in the author’s lab. But they are
just examples of a trend in moving away from the
standard silicon photonics technology based on
SOI waveguides/III-V lasers/germanium detectors.
Many other teams around the globe are working on
similar or other platforms, all aimed at increasing the
performance of existing functionalities or at adding
new functionalities. The common theme of all of them
is heterogeneous integration of multiple materials for
various devices and circuit segments on the same
chip, preferably on silicon substrates. It is interesting
that the alternative to such heterogeneous approaches
is perhaps nothing but III-V PICs, provided that
their mentioned issues of compactness, low loss,
processing yield and cost are solved.

Further reading:
[1] S. Fathpour, “Emerging Heterogeneous Integrated Photonic Platforms on Silicon,” Nanophotonics, vol. 4, pp.143-164,
2015 (INVITED).
[2] P. Rabiei, J. Ma, S. Khan, J. Chiles, and S. Fathpour, “Heterogeneous Lithium Niobate Photonics on Silicon Substrates,”
Optics Express, vol. 23, pp. 25573-25581, 2013.
[3] A. Rao, A. Pail, J. Chiles, M. Malinowski, S. Novak, K.A. Richardson, P. Rabiei, and S. Fathpour, “Heterogeneous Microring
and Mach-Zehnder Modulators Based on Lithium Niobate and Chalcogenide Glasses on Silicon,” Optics Express, vol. 23,
p. 22746-22752, 2015.
[4] A. Rao, A. Patil, P. Rabiei, A. Honardoost, R. DeSalvo, A. Paolella, and S. Fathpour, “High-Performance and Linear Thin-Film
Lithium Niobate Mach–Zehnder Modulators on Silicon up to 50 GHz,” Optics Letters, vol. 41, pp. 5700–5703, 2016.
[5] A. Rao, M. Malinowski, A. Honardoost, J. R. Talukder, P. Rabiei, P. J. Delfyett, and S. Fathpour, “Second-Harmonic
Generation in Periodically-Poled Thin Film Lithium Niobate Wafer-Bonded on Silicon,” Optics Express, vol. 24, p. 29941,
2016.
[6] A. Rao, J. Chiles, S. Khan, S. Toroghi, M. Malinowski, G. F. Camacho-Gonzalez, and S. Fathpour, “Second-Harmonic
Generation in Single-Mode Integrated Waveguides Based on Mode-Shape Modulation,” Applied Physics Letters, vol. 110,
p. 111109, 2017.
[7] J. Chiles, M. Malinowski, A. Rao, S. Novak, K.A. Richardson, and S. Fathpour, “Low-loss, Submicron Chalcogenide
Integrated Photonics with Chlorine Plasma Etching,” Applied Physics Letters, vol. 106, p. 111110, 2015.
[8] A. Honardoost, G. F. Camacho Gonzalez, S. Khan, M. Malinowski, A. Rao, J.-E. Tremblay, A. Yadav, K. Richardson, M. C.
Wu, and S. Fathpour, “Cascaded Integration of Optical Waveguides with Third-Order Nonlinearity with Lithium Niobate
Waveguides on Silicon Substrates,” IEEE Photonics Journal, ACCEPTED.
[9] S. Khan, J. Chiles, J. Ma and S. Fathpour, “Silicon-on-Nitride Waveguides for Mid- and Near-infrared Integrated Photonics,”
Applied Physics Letters, 102, pp.121104, 2013.
[10] J. Chiles, S. Khan, J. Ma and S. Fathpour, “High-Contrast, All-Silicon Waveguiding Platform for Ultra-Broadband MidInfrared Photonics,” Applied Physics Letters, vol. 103, p. 151106, 2013.
[11] J. Chiles and S. Fathpour, “Demonstration of Ultra-Broadband Single-Mode and Single-Polarization Operation in T-Guides,”
Optics Letters, vol. 41, pp. 3836-3839, August 2016.
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Why should you choose to sponsor
with PIC International?
 Are you looking to accelerate your growth and reach the major players in
the integrated photonic circuits industry?
 Do you want to educate, influence and network with the industry?

If you have answered yes to any of the questions above,
then PIC International 2019 is the perfect event for you.
Here are but a few reasons why you must consider
sponsorship.

Reasons to sponsor

3. Thought leadership and credibility
Aligning with the leading global photonic circuits industry
conference will give you a great opportunity to be
positioned as a thought leader in the industry. Engage
in debate, share insights and expertise on industry
challenges with your peers.

1. Access and network with the leading players across
the global photonic integrated circuits industry
Going from strength-to strength, the fourth edition of
PIC International 2019 will allow you to engage with
300+ senior decision makers from the major companies
along the entire value chain of the integrated photonics
industry in one dedicated exhibition hall, including over 30
international experts, who will speak at the conference.

4. ROI and long-term partnerships
Many of our sponsors repeatedly support the event
year on year, demonstrating how the industry trusts the
PIC International brand as the leading information and
networking resource to deliver the best programme and
ROI. Unparalleled networking opportunities enable you
to both build existing and generate new relationships and
demonstrate ROI by aligning with the conference brand.

2. Raise brand and company awareness
We have an intensive and multi-faceted marketing program
available and already underway, which includes email
marketing, social media, conference partners, direct
mail and live events in addition to promotion in the PIC
Magazine digital portfolio Coupled with the marketing
program, the support of our highly esteemed Conference
association and media partners ensure your company,
product and service will achieve maximum visibility within
the industry for the next 6 months.

5. Accessibility
We have opportunities to suit all budgets.
6. Post-event exposure
Even when the event is over, you will be included in offseason conference promotional activities, plus the PIC
digital portfolio as well as the fortnightly email newsletter.

Contact: sponsor@pic-international.net to discuss opportunities with the PIC International Conference
and Exhibition team or by calling +44 (0)2476 718 970 today.
Sponsorship opportunities are limited.

r&d integrated optical components

Integrating optical components
into existing chip designs
Technique would allow addition of optical communication
components to existing chips with little modification of their designs.
Researchers have developed a technique for assembling on-chip
optics and electronic separately, which enables the use of more
modern transistor technologies.
TWO AND A HALF YEARS AGO, a team of
researchers led by groups at MIT, the University
of California at Berkeley, and Boston University
announced a milestone: the fabrication of a
working microprocessor, built using only existing
manufacturing processes, that integrated electronic
and optical components on the same chip.
The researchers’ approach, however, required that
the chip’s electrical components be built from the
same layer of silicon as its optical components. That
meant relying on an older chip technology in which
the silicon layers for the electronics were thick enough
for optics.
In the latest issue of Nature, a team of 18 researchers,
led by the same MIT, Berkeley, and BU groups, reports
another breakthrough: a technique for assembling
on-chip optics and electronic separately, which
enables the use of more modern transistor
technologies. Again, the technique requires only
existing manufacturing processes.
“The most promising thing about this work is that you
can optimize your photonics independently from your
electronics,” says Amir Atabaki, a research scientist
at MIT’s Research Laboratory of Electronics and one
of three first authors on the new paper. “We have
different silicon electronic technologies, and if we can
just add photonics to them, it’d be a great capability
for future communications and computing chips. For
example, now we could imagine a microprocessor
manufacturer or a GPU manufacturer like Intel or
Nvidia saying, ‘This is very nice. We can now have
photonic input and output for our microprocessor or
GPU.’ And they don’t have to change much in their
process to get the performance boost of on-chip
optics.”
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Light appeal
Moving from electrical communication to optical
communication is attractive to chip manufacturers
because it could significantly increase chips’ speed
and reduce power consumption, an advantage that
will grow in importance as chips’ transistor count
continues to rise: The Semiconductor Industry
Association has estimated that at current rates of
increase, computers’ energy requirements will exceed
the world’s total power output by 2040.
The integration of optical – or “photonic” –
and electronic components on the same chip
reduces power consumption still further. Optical
communications devices are on the market today,
but they consume too much power and generate too
much heat to be integrated into an electronic chip
such as a microprocessor. A commercial modulator
— the device that encodes digital information onto a
light signal – consumes between 10 and 100 times
as much power as the modulators built into the
researchers’ new chip.
It also takes up 10 to 20 times as much chip space.
That’s because the integration of electronics and
photonics on the same chip enables Atabaki and his
colleagues to use a more space-efficient modulator
design, based on a photonic device called a ring
resonator.
“We have access to photonic architectures that you
can’t normally use without integrated electronics,”
Atabaki explains. “For example, today there is no
commercial optical transceiver that uses optical
resonators, because you need considerable
electronics capability to control and stabilize that
resonator.”

r&d integrated optical components

Atabaki’s co-first-authors on the Nature paper are
Sajjad Moazeni, a PhD student at Berkeley, and
Fabio Pavanello, who was a postdoc at the University
of Colorado at Boulder, when the work was done.
The senior authors are Rajeev Ram, a professor
of electrical engineering and computer science at
MIT; Vladimir Stojanovic, an associate professor of
electrical engineering and computer sciences at
Berkeley; and Milos Popovic, an assistant professor
of electrical and computer engineering at Boston
University. They’re joined by 12 other researchers
at MIT, Berkeley, Boston University, the University of
Colorado, the State University of New York (SUNY)
Polytechnic Institute, and Ayar Labs, an integratedphotonics startup that Ram, Stojanovic, and Popovic
helped found.

Sizing crystals
In addition to millions of transistors for executing
computations, the researchers’ new chip includes all
the components necessary for optical communication:
modulators; waveguides, which steer light across
the chip; resonators, which separate out different
wavelengths of light, each of which can carry different
data; and photodetectors, which translate incoming
light signals back into electrical signals.
Silicon – which is the basis of most modern computer
chips – must be fabricated on top of a layer of glass
to yield useful optical components. The difference
between the refractive indices of the silicon and

the glass – the degrees to which the materials
bend light – is what confines light to the silicon
optical components. The earlier work on integrated
photonics, which was also led by Ram, Stojanovic,
and Popovic, involved a process called wafer bonding,
in which a single, large crystal of silicon is fused to
a layer of glass deposited atop a separate chip. The
new work, in enabling the direct deposition of silicon
– with varying thickness – on top of glass, must make
do with so-called polysilicon, which consists of many
small crystals of silicon.
Single-crystal silicon is useful for both optics and
electronics, but in polysilicon, there’s a tradeoff
between optical and electrical efficiency. Large-crystal
polysilicon is efficient at conducting electricity, but the
large crystals tend to scatter light, lowering the optical
efficiency. Small-crystal polysilicon scatters light less,
but it’s not as good a conductor.
Using the manufacturing facilities at SUNY Polytechnic
Institute’s Colleges of Nanoscale Sciences and
Engineering, the researchers tried out a series of
recipes for polysilicon deposition, varying the type
of raw silicon used, processing temperatures and
times, until they found one that offered a good tradeoff
between electronic and optical properties.
“I think we must have gone through more than
50 silicon wafers before finding a material that was
just right,” Atabaki says.
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data centres investment

Quality challenges data
center PIC ascendency
Worldwide demands for faster, secure data transmittal have led to
significant data center investments by major services providers. While
photonic integrated circuits (PICs) play important roles in plans for
ever increasing speed and bandwidth, quality remains a challenge
that end users and manufacturers alike must address.
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PIC MAGAZINE Technical Editor Mark Andrews
recently continued a conversation with Facebook
Manufacturing Quality Engineer (Optics) Vincent
Zeng that began shortly after Zeng spoke at PIC
International 2018 in Brussels, Belgium in April. Zeng
reported that while Facebook and other major optical
data component end users continue to put their
faith in the evolution of next-generation transceivers
to satisfy escalating requirements, the transition to
advanced PIC-based 100G devices has not been
without challenges.
Zeng and his Facebook colleagues reported
high levels of rejected devices compared to prior
generations of optical devices and what they describe
as ‘DOA’ products—devices that are essentially
Dead on Arrival because they fail within two months
of commencing operation. Tighter quality controls,
process automation and more openness to sharing
production techniques will not only speed the
transition to next-generation PIC solutions, he
asserted, but are important to PICs realizing their
potential in data center applications.
Zeng’s remarks in Brussels no doubt caught some
PIC International attendees off-guard. Others already
realized that issues surrounding the implementation
of new PIC-powered 100G transceivers in a data
center’s highly complex operations present many
issues as well as opportunities. After working in
quality engineering field for 12 years, almost 3
years at Facebook, Zeng has seen generations of
products pass under his group’s watchful eyes.
The latest PIC-based solutions have experienced
unusually elevated level of rejects from the beginning
of large deployments of the products. This is due
to several functionality and process control issues
stemming in part from the fact that the relatively new
photonics integration industry is still striving to attain
the levels of quality control and automation that
other semiconductor manufacturers have adopted
as standard operating procedures (SOP). Photonic
integrated circuits are striving to grow beyond their
‘lab-to-fab’ roots.
Zeng noted that while the overall semiconductor
industry has honed and refined its process control,
automation and testing environments based upon
five decades’ experience, the processes required
to consistently manufacture high quality photonic
integrated circuits with high yield are in comparison
just getting off the ground. The photonics devices
normally require unique packaging; new PICs
offer standardized process and preserves dielevel performance while simultaneously providing
necessary fiber and intra-center system connectivity.
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Figure 1.
Wafer Level
Management
Evolution for PIC

In some cases, manufacturers are integrating optics
and electronics. Adding to the challenge is the need
to integrate lasers (typically indium phosphide-based)
into a different material system for IC (silicon-based
material) while managing RF issues as well as
providing important optical coupling alignment.
Zeng and Facebook colleagues Katharine Schmidtke
and Edward Galley said following PIC International
that a way to ‘distill’ their overall concerns as simply
as possible is the recommendation that designers and
manufacturers need to focus up front on ‘how to make
it (pics) work’ with consistency and high quality.
“For most photonic suppliers, “how to make it work”
is their challenge when they try to deliver advanced
photonic products. The 100G CWDM4 product was
a good example back two to three years ago when
they were still in the early phases of development/
production. After the mass production phase, unstable
and more importantly, unpredictable yield impacted
the deployment schedule and plans at major data
center operators.”
“As a result, backward compatibility (called 40G/100G
dual-modes) was required in the early stage of 100G
CWDM4 deployment. The unpredictable yield that
we have seen comes from a device burn-in process
for the 25G DFB lasers that was not mature. Each
laser supplier has a different process embedded
that require different burn-in conditions depending
on which module supplier would assemble the
laser die into the final products. We believe that a
manufacturing screening process (designed) to avoid
what could be called infant mortality failure was the
main reason for unpredictable and unstable yields
across different processes and factories.”
“Another fact that brings the scalability down is the
individual supplier carries its own ‘secret recipe’ for
its products. There is no interoperability from one
supplier’s key optical sub assembly (OSA) to another
supplier’s packaged module. Most of these secret
recipes are purely process oriented. This ultimately
applies to requirements for several types of capital
equipment for production,” he noted.
While Zeng attributes many of the product failures he
and his colleagues have observed to manufacturing
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process issues and variability between manufacturers,
the majority of issues are laser-related failures. He
noted that behind laser issues, Facebook quality
managers have also seen PCBA or receiver related
failures, and a small amount of miscellaneous issues.
“During these (past) two years’ actual deployment
of the 100G CWDM4 optics at our data centers, we
identified almost all failures directly coming from laser
related (laser die or TOSA) and the rest comes from
module level handling, even if the overall module
performance meets our expectation. We also identified
all these failures come from what we call DOAs-- dead
on arrival-- meaning they fail within two months after
power-on. After failure analysis of those defects, we
identified the process (excursions) at the factory were
root causes. Those include electronic discharge events
to the ICs and laser dies as products are handled
during the packaging process, optical handling
contaminations to key optical components and the
improper process (excursions) without solid test steps.”
“Also, we are facing tremendous challenges in
process control to avoid the infant mortality failures
from factory both on the wafer level and module level.
We believe high activation energy related failures
mainly come from wafer and laser process issues and
low activation energy related failures mainly come
from the optical package. To find the proper screening
process at wafer level and module level indeed is
still a challenge for the photonic industry. Without
consistent processes in place, it is even harder to
develop a solid screening process,” Zeng explained.
To better understand the issues surrounding the ways
that new PIC devices are introduced into data center
operations, Zeng said it is best to consider three major
categories of pluggable transceivers: wafer level,
component forming and module forming.
“With current InP wafer fabrication processes, the
conventional yield management tool has not been
widely used. The defect control for each step has
not been a standard (adhered to) across different
suppliers/vendors. Post Burn-In process (steps) are
widely used, instead of during the different fabrication
process. For the wafer level, PICs should follow the
IC industry’s yield management standards. We need
to define the quantitative criteria for the defects and
contaminations for each fabrication process: the

data centres investment
defect kind, the defect size, the location of the defect,
and the critical dimension control. In short, in-situ
wafer level tests (need to) be fully characterized before
this wafer moves to its next process step. To achieve
that goal, the proper equipment will be needed.
Additionally, IC industry standards need to be applied;
PIC designers will need to pay attention to the optical
performance in time control such as the refractive
index control during fabrication,” he said. Based on
the defective devices that Zeng and his other quality
engineers have observed, PIC manufacturers could
benefit from more and better characterization on
the wafer level to avoid significant discrepancies
between the performance of a device at wafer level
as unpackaged die, and at the module level once
the device has been packaged. He appreciates
the challenges that manufacturers face since PIC
devices and optical components in general typically
see performance variations depending on changes
in temperature, humidity and pressure to a greater
degree than other component families.
Quality managers see variabilities that often tie back to
packaging or handling issues focused on three main
areas: varying materials used in devices that react
differently to environmental conditions that still need to
keep performance and reliability high; optical coupling
including V-groove arrays are experiencing alignment
issues especially at multiple fiber connection points;
and the sensitivity of optical components to stress and
indirect refractive index. Device reliability is ultimately
impacted through these potential fault points.
“We believe ultimately that consistent process
control realized (through) less human contact with
components and more automation will reduce process
related failures. This requirement will be applied to the
wafer level process as well as the photonic package
level,” Zeng noted, adding that manufacturers are
already responding. “We are consistently seeing
monthly manufacturing yield and field quality
performance improvements after we introduce more
and more automation into packaging process. Tight
and consistent screening for defects on the wafer level
also helps to increase yield.”
“From what we have learned, more consistent process
(steps) with less human handling errors results in
higher quality of the photonic device. Co-packaged
optics solutions will eventually help to meet those
challenges. Co-packaged optics will integrate (the)
ASIC and optics on the wafer level and dramatically
reduce the integration steps required during
packaging processes. Wafer level integration will aid
quality because we will have many fewer discrete
optical components; we will fully utilize current IC
CMOS process standards to strictly control the
building block process. In real application fields like
in data centers, the number of pluggable devices will
be dramatically reduced with deployment of the copackaged optics switches,” he explained.
Despite the challenges being experienced as photonic

Despite the challenges being
experienced as photonic integrated
circuits (PICs) enter data center
operations, the benefits of the PIC
revolution such as reduced complexity,
size and lower power consumption
are greatly needed in data centers and
along other infrastructure nexus points
integrated circuits (PICs) enter data center operations,
the benefits of the PIC revolution such as reduced
complexity, size and lower power consumption are
greatly needed in data centers and along other
infrastructure nexus points. Zeng reported that existing
suppliers are stepping up and making changes,
noting that, “…we are meeting with our suppliers
intensively.” And while he expects that suppliers
and manufacturers will continue to use proprietary
‘recipes’ for device fabrication, applying common
standards like those used successfully in mainstream
silicon and III-V device manufacturing will only speed
what everyone hopes will be a successful transition to
next generation high speed PIC transceivers.
“Volume demand is really the driving force for PIC,
currently and for the foreseeable future. Big data
centers will continue to play as the main force. The
demands of Big Data are pushing this process;
PIC (manufacturers) will respond to focus on (their)
process development from the wafer level and prepare
for another huge wave to come. The PIC era will arrive
with denser optical electrical integration and more
application and usage will be defined…The negatives
we have experienced so far have impacted the scaled
deployment within limited opening windows, but
we will succeed. Manufacturers can be enablers of
quicker, successful PIC device adoption by acting on
our recommendations.”

Figure 2. PIC Packaging Challenges
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PIC assembly and testing

ficonTEC is enabling high volume
automated PIC assembly and testing
With numerous reports placing PIC market growth at a CAGR [1] upwards
of 20% until 2022 and beyond, advanced automation for assembly and
testing are crucially needed to enable high volume production at viable
costs per part. By Ignazio Piacentini, Gregory Flinn
PHOTONICS TECHNOLOGY is undergoing a
transition toward greater integration, with multiple
functionality and components being combined onto
a single chip or within a small hybrid assembly – also
known as a photonic integrated circuit, or PIC. In
catering to the burgeoning telecom and datacom
demands (internet communications and data centers
for cloud services, respectively), development has
been directed at meeting requirements in terms of
bandwidth density and power dissipation. That is,
absolute processing power is no longer the main
concern, but moving data in and out – efficiently – is
of paramount concern. Having found a solution in
photonic integrated circuits, these sectors have been
the driving force behind their advancement.
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With photonics being widely recognized as an
essential enabling technology for a broad spectrum
of industrial processes and applications, the PIC idea
has naturally ‘trickled over’, simultaneously providing
greater breadth to the growing infrastructure needed
to support PIC eco-systems. Many now consider
the technology infrastructure as mature enough to
become mainstream.

The emerging PIC applications
Aside from telecom and datacom PIC applications,
there a number of other strong market opportunities
exploiting similar IR wavelengths (thus benefiting
from the existing development maturity at those
wavelengths), as well as a broad selection of

PIC assembly and testing

applications that have traditionally sought to utilize
miniaturization at more visible wavelengths.
Some of the former include the increasingly
sophisticated optical sensing devices designed for
(progressively autonomous) automotive applications.
A growing number of optical sensing devices,
including LiDAR [2], are being integrated into diverse
automotive transport platforms, entering into a sector
that is expected to experience a significant upheaval
[3] over the next 15 to 20 years.
Other markets to consider include augmented and
virtual reality applications, in particular where they
impact consumer markets; biophotonics, OCT and
other biomedical sensing devices for decentralized
testing (point-of-care diagnostics enabled by
optofluidic and/or BioMEM devices); making more
‘sense’ of the environment around us via a multitude
of networked sensors, typically referred to as Internet
of Things (IoT) applications; as well as RF photonics
for aerospace and defense, quantum systems,
terahertz technology, and others.
If the market forecasts are to be believed, the
integrated opto-electronic devices feeding into these
applications will need to be manufactured, assembled,
tested and ultimately suitably packaged at high
volume.

Gearing up for high volume
For most of the application spaces for photonics,

device production has traditionally been geared
to volumes between hundreds and thousands of
components. Photonics and micro-electronics
components have been individually manufactured and
integrated discreetly, then assembled as a complete
device, tested and finally packaged. However,
for larger numbers of photonic devices, perhaps
hundreds of thousands or millions, ‘individual’ and
‘discrete’ are no longer viable procedures.

Above: LIDAR
and other
optical sensor
applications
for automotive
are set to grow
significantly
(iStock.com/
pixelfit)

It is true that for PIC approaches the diverse active/
passive functional elements still need be combined
(in this case, hybridized) onto a base platform. That
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PIC assembly and testing

Augmented/
virtual reality
applications
exhibit the
volume scales
that justify
PIC use (iStock.
com/pixelfit)

is, there is no single technology platform that delivers
all of the functionality required, instead there are
several different material systems contributing diverse
functional building blocks to the PIC eco-system. The
trick then is to ensure that these are highly integrationcapable, thus lending themselves to a wafer-level
approach to assembly & test, and pushing singulation
as far down the production line as possible. This,
incidentally, is much as has been the case for CMOS
– in reducing element diversity by rationalizing them
down to a reduced number of mutually compatible
micro-platforms, a pathway to high volume and waferscale production is opened up.
Notably, the move towards greater opto-electronic
integration actually necessitates a convergence
of photonics and electronics not only in terms of
component manufacturing, but across all aspects
of production, meaning design, manufacturing,
assembly, test and packaging. The principal caveat to
this idea is that the current (elementary) development
status of the PIC eco-system infrastructure stands
in distinct contrast to the robust maturity, scale (i.e.
numbers of wafers) and automation level common to
CMOS processes for micro-electronics production.
With the disparity between infrastructure maturity for
PICs as compared to CMOS amounting to something
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like four decades, this convergence will not happen
overnight. Still, there may be real opportunities to
carry the know-how gained in CMOS directly over.
For example, the in-line test procedures implemented
within CMOS have been instrumental in reducing
the cost of assembly, testing and packaging of
conventional CMOS chips down to the order of 1020% of the total production cost. For photonics in
general, these are by far the largest cost factor.

Discrete assembly and test approaches have been
acceptable at low volumes, but are entirely unrealistic at
higher manufacturing volumes

PIC assembly and testing

Optical assembly and testing
procedures as the bottleneck
The overall production task for PICs is conceptually
the same as for conventional micro-electronics. It is
the optical probing aspect that introduces greater
complexity:
 either assembly or probing (testing) of optical
waveguides or fiber elements requires sub-100nm
positioning, compared to the upwards of 80x80 µm
pads for electrical contacting,
 the optical connections employed must provide
for high accuracy, consistency and reliability, with
the associated process time contributing
significantly to overall device cycle time, and
 the diversity of optical characteristics to be
measured – spectral or polarization properties,
multiple (fiber) channels, transmission losses and
temperature sensitivity.
The consequences of these unique requirements are
twofold and stand at odds with the notion that CMOS
know-how can be directly transported over to PICs.
Firstly, assembly processes for PICs last from a few
tens of seconds to several tens of minutes, placing
strict requirements on the complexity of machinery
designed to achieve these tasks. Even for the discrete
assembly of singulated PICs into devices, it is very
difficult to achieve sufficiently short cycle time without
jeopardizing yield.
Secondly, testing procedures gain another layer
of complexity, as PIC testing requires both optical
and electrical probing. Each requires very different
positional accuracy, and each carries its own set of
parameter-specific requirements (DC /low frequency
and RF for electrical).
In solving these issues, a typical hybrid optical/
electrical probe head for PICs will most likely need to
exhibit a layout that caters first to the more demanding
optical requirements. Indeed, ficonTEC has already
been pursuing exactly this approach in certain
projects and initiatives, and an opportunity to explore
requirements in a real manufacturing setting would be
invaluable.
The generally accepted (albeit somewhat out-of-date)
situation for PICs [4] is that front-end procedures
contribute only 20% to the overall cost of production,
while back-end procedures (assembly, testing and
packaging) contribute around 80%. To be fair, we now
have to consider a combined suite of electrical and
optical testing procedures, so it would be unrealistic to
expect parity with CMOS in this respect. Still, it may be
reasonable to assume that the adoption of established
CMOS-style in-line test infrastructures and procedures
(at least as far as is practicable) can go some way to
alleviating back-end costs.

Assembly & test for higher volumes
Increasing volumes will necessitate a transition

to wafer-level-capable procedures. In the wafer
environment, coupling type/speed/accuracy, overall
pin count, and diverse optical test parameters all
present varying issues along the process chain.
Additionally, for the many optical features present
on a PIC that generate heat or that are temperaturesensitive, thermal considerations become more
dominant.

Coupling a
fiber array to
a PIC using
an alignment
system with
6 degrees of
freedom

The specialized requirements of PIC device
manufacture have elevated testing as an increasingly
integral part of the assembly cycle since reworking
following any assembly step is almost impossible
in most applications. Nonetheless, such issues
can be eased through utilizing careful design in the
development phase by explicitly detailing what needs
to be tested, when and to what level of requirements,
and by providing the appropriate probing approach.
In terms of coupling, edge coupling offers certain
practical advantages [5] but is usually not accessible
before dicing unless additional intermediate process
steps are introduced. Vertical grating couplers
(VGCs) provide device access at wafer level, with one
approach incorporating VGCs as temporary ‘test only’
structures during manufacture (removable optical testpoints’) [6]. A combination of both – surface coupling
for wafer-level testing even when edge-coupling the
packaged device – is also an option.
Characterization procedures also need to be
considered. These can occur both at the module level,
and in terms of a post-process device qualification
test, and with in-line characterization and final device
testing posing perhaps very different requirements.
In addition, these procedures need to account for the
application-specific needs, i.e. environmental and/or
hermiticity needs differ widely between Telcordia and
biomedical applications. Finally, there may be third
party tests that need to be incorporated.
COPYRIGHT PIC MAGAZINE
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PIC assembly and testing
Key focus areas
for the PIXAPP
photonics
packaging pilot
line (courtesy of
PIXAPP)

probe approaches. At the same time, there is no way
around the implementation of greater automation.

Projects & initiatives
In just one of many parallel activities geared toward
a higher level of photonics integration, ficonTEC has
been awarded an order by AIM Photonics [7] for a
new wafer-level tester complete with robotized wafer
loading. The system is designed to flexibly handle all
electrical and optical testing procedures for singulated
chips and wafer level, with fully automated test cycles
for both vertical grating and edge couplers.
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In general, it will be the optical followed by electrical
I/O requirements that will define the assembly
layout and associated process requirements in PIC
production. Ideally, electrical, optical, layout and
fixturing issues should be considered as early as
possible so as to minimize conflicts. Unfortunately,
these considerations still draw largely from the
immediate device-specific needs, rather than
addressing aspects such as automated assembly and
scalability. High-volume products in particular tend to
lean toward specifically adapted solutions to achieve
optimum size, best performance, and/or cost savings.

Another collaboration with PIXAPP [8], is providing
a route to small and medium-volume production
of packaged PICs. Coordinated by the Tyndall
National Institute [9] in Cork, Ireland, solutions will
be developed for four different application domains
– bio-sensing, fiber sensing, telecom and datacom –
each with its own suite of specific challenges in terms
of packaging, costs and expected reliability. PIXAPP
will provide industrial users with single-point access
to a complete overview of the PIC supply chain,
linking design tools to automated assembly, test and
packaging. In the long-term interaction with diverse
partners and their requirements, ficonTEC hopes to
develop a better understanding of PIC assembly and
testing needs in different market segments.

Experience suggests that an ‘optical first’ approach
may prove more favorable. What is needed are
practical concepts for pre-alignment of optical
probing, some degree of parallelism for wafer-level
testing, and this in combination with optical/electrical

In addition to these readily visible activities, ficonTEC
has gained significant experience working together
with a number of high-profile global technology
leaders on projects that already require wafer-level
processes in production. Highlights from just a few
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PIC assembly and testing
of the many projects mirror some of the themes
discussed above:
 using a VGC to couple a fiber onto a PIC in a
medium-volume TOSA/ROSA application,
 undertaking significant process automation
development in order to reduce process time
for the assembly of silicon photonics components
destined for datacom applications,
 developed custom handling systems for innovative
surface connector technology that is designed to
ease on-chip coupling (and testing), and
 innovative assembly development aimed at
reducing cycle time for low-cost air purity sensor
devices intended for very high-volume automotive
applications.
ficonTEC always works very closely with the
customer development teams to fully understand
the requirements, and then tune these within the
framework of the available system capabilities, or,
alternatively, work with the customer to develop those
needed. In some cases, these collaborations are
already implementing necessary process and system
changes for upscaling the production – not simply as
multiple production lines operating in parallel on the
same suite of tasks, but also with an additional layer of
control provided by a common revision control server.
Individual process as well as system-wide updates
can now be implemented automatically and remotely.
In moving to ever higher production numbers, and
simultaneously trying to balance production cost
against device sophistication, there will certainly
be no way around the adoption of these advanced
automation procedures.

Outlook
While the hurdles to speeding assembly and test for
PICs seem to be many, this is not to say that photonic
device production cannot be improved through
process development and increased automation.

Additionally, as was the case for micro-electronics,
standards defining the overall eco-system will emerge,
ultimately leading to more efficient assembly & test
systems.
ficonTEC’s own activities in assembly, testing and
packaging for photonic devices continues to grow.
This expertise – comprising over 600 installed systems
globally since 2001, with 85 alone in 2017 and 50 in
Q1 2018 – has shown that these still almost exclusively
come with very diverse requirements. Irrespective of
this, the common aspect in developing all of these
systems has been the timely design of the production
process around the tools available.
(all images courtesy of ficonTEC Service GmbH,
unless otherwise noted)
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Why should you choose to sponsor
with CS International?
 Are you looking to accelerate your growth and reach the major players in
the compound semiconductor industry?
 Do you want to educate, influence and network with the industry?

If you have answered yes to any of the questions above,
then CS International 2019 is the perfect event for you.
Here are but a few reasons why you must consider
sponsorship.

Reasons to sponsor

1. Access and network with the top strategists within the
compound semiconductor industry
As the market leading global compound semiconductor
conference for almost a decade, CS International 2019 will
allow you to engage with 350+ senior decision makers
from the major companies along the entire value chain of
the compound semiconductor industry in one dedicated
exhibition hall, including over 30 international experts, who
will speak at the conference.
2. Raise brand and company awareness
We have an intensive and multi-faceted marketing program
available and already underway, which includes email
marketing, social media, conference partners, direct mail
and live events in addition to promotion in the prestigious
Compound Semiconductor print and digital magazine.
Coupled with the marketing program, the support of
our highly esteemed Conference association and media
partners ensure your company, product and service
will achieve maximum visibility within the compound
semiconductor industry for the next 6 months.

3. Thought leadership and credibility
Aligning with the premier compound semiconductor
conference will give you a great opportunity to be
positioned as a thought leader in the industry. Engage
in debate, share insights and expertise on industry
challenges with your peers.
4. ROI and long-term partnerships
Many of our sponsors repeatedly support the event
year on year, demonstrating how the industry trusts the
CS International brand as the leading information and
networking resource to deliver the best programme and
ROI. Unparalleled networking opportunities enable you
to both build existing and generate new relationships and
demonstrate ROI by aligning with the conference brand.
5. Accessibility
We have opportunities to suit all budgets.
6. Post-event exposure
Even when the event is over, you will be included in offseason conference promotional activities, plus the CS
print and digital magazine as well as the weekly email
newsletter.

Contact: sponsor@cs-international.net to discuss opportunities with the CS International Conference
and Exhibition team or by calling +44 (0)2476 718 970 today.
Sponsorship opportunities are limited.

